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ABSTRACT

The Channel Network model and its computer implementation, the code
CHAN3D, for simulations of fluid flow and transport of solutes have been
developed. The tool may be used for performance and safety assessments of deep
lying repositories in fractured rocks for nuclear and other hazardous wastes, e.g.,
chemical wastes. It may also be used to simulate and interpret field experiments of
flow and transport in large or small scale.

Fluid flow and solute transport in fractured media are of interest in the
performance assessment of a repository for hazardous waste, located at depth in
crystalline rock, with potential release of solutes. Fluid flow in fractured rock is
found to be very unevenly distributed due to the heterogeneity of the medium. The
water will seek the easiest paths, channels, under a prevailing pressure gradient.

Solutes in the flowing water may be transported through preferential paths and
migrate from the water in the fractures into the stagnant water in the rock matrix.
There, sorbing solutes may be sorbed on the microsurfaces within the matrix. The
diffusion into the matrix and the sorption process may significantly retard the
transport of species and increase the time available for radionuclide decay.
Channelling and matrix diffusion contribute to the dispersion of solutes in the water.
Important for performance assessment is that channelling may cause a portion of the
solutes to arrive much faster than the rest of the solutes.

Simulations of field experiments at the Aspo' Hard Rock Laboratory using the
Channel Network model have been performed. The application of the model to the
site and the simulation results of the pumping and tracer tests are presented. The
results show that the model is capable of describing the hydraulic gradient and of
predicting flow rates and tracer transport obtained in the experiments.

The data requirements for the Channel Network model have been investigated to
determine which data are the most important for predictions. The data needed and
how model parameters may be obtained, in order to use the model for site analysis,
are shown. The predictive features of the Channel Network model have been
investigated. It was found that the model, with a limited amount of data, is capable of
accounting for the uneven flow distribution commonly found in fractured rock and
can model matrix diffusion and sorption. Possible approaches to develop the model
further are presented.

To develop a tool for performance assessment CHAN3D was integrated with a
near field code. In the performance assessment calculations it was found that the
coupled models can be used as an efficient tool to simulate release from a repository
and the transport to a recipient. It may also be used to study the impact of various
factors which may affect the design of the repository.

Keywords: fluid flow, solute transport, fractured rock, channel network, modelling,

nuclear waste, radionuclide migration and performance assessment.
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1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

In Sweden and in many other countries, it is planned to deposit spent nuclear fuel in

crystalline rock at depth. Hazardous waste such as industrial and chemical wastes may

similarly be deposited in rock repositories. In the case of repositories for nuclear waste,

the canisters containing the waste will be surrounded by low conducting clay, bentonite.

When the canisters eventually degrade after a long time, because of corrosion or for any

other reason, the nuclides may diffuse through the clay and then eventually reach the

crystalline rock. In fractures in the rock, there may be a flow of water which may

transport the nuclides by advection. Since solutes in a repository have the potential to

escape, the performance of such a repository should be assessed before any decision is

taken about its design and construction. In the performance assessment, modelling of

water flow and solute transport is an important tool.

In the rock, water may flow in fractures and fracture zones which lead to a very uneven

flow distribution. This has been observed in boreholes and in tunnels and drifts at e.g.

Stripa (Abelin et al., 1990, 1991), Finnsjon (Andersson et al., 1990), Grimsel

(Hadermann and Heer, 1996) and Aspo (Rhen et al., 1992). The uneven flow distribution

may cause some of the solutes to travel relatively fast, i.e., channelling (Neretnieks et al.,

1987). Released solutes may thus become spread. At the same time, different interaction

mechanisms may retard the transport of the solutes. The main interaction mechanisms are

diffusion of the solutes into the rock matrix and sorption (Birgersson and Neretnieks,

1990). This results in more time for the decay of radioactive nuclides. However, in the

case of chemical wastes such as heavy metals, the toxicity will not decrease with time

except when very stable complexes are formed.

In a fracture that has undulating surfaces, the water will seek out the easiest paths for the

prevailing gradient (Neretnieks, 1993). The paths, or in other words, channels, may

intersect in the three-dimensional space they cover, so that a network of channels is

formed. In the channel intersections and along the flow paths there may be a mixing of the

waters originating from different channels. Most of the water flows in fracture zones.

Intersections of fractures in the rock may also lead to highly conducting paths (Abelin et

al., 1991). The same may also be the case at the intersection of fracture zones. However,

if the intersection is filled with crushed rock particles, clay may be formed due to

alteration of the material and the intersection may then become less permeable.

The uneven flow distribution in the rock will cause a dispersion (spreading) of the solutes

transported by the water. It has been found in field experiments that the dispersion

coefficient increases with the transport distance for solutes (Molz et al., 1983; Neretnieks,



1985; Sudicky et al., 1985; Gelhar, 1986), and this contradicts the Advection-Dispersion

model commonly used for the transport of solutes through porous media. The water flow

rates at suitable repository locations are expected to be low. However, channelling may

cause a portion of the solutes to travel relatively rapidly. The dominating retardation

mechanisms are diffusion into the micropores of the rock matrix and sorption on the

interior of the rock. For the interaction between the solutes and the rock, the flow-wetted

surface area is an important entity (Neretnieks, 1980; Moreno and Neretnieks, 1993a).

For a flow path, the ratio of the flow-wetted surface area to the flow rate is one of the key

entities. The influence of the flow porosity has been found to be very small under

repository conditions.

Several field experiments have been performed to study flow and transport in fractured

rock. Field experiments for studying transport of solutes are however often time-

consuming and costly. Modelling can be an aid for setting-up experiments, and to

interpret and analyse the results. For practical purposes only non-sorbing or weakly

sorbing tracers can be used in tracer tests carried out over long distances. Due to the long

time scale involved for repository conditions, no experimental tests can be performed

using sorbing solutes over the distances of interest. Therefore, it is important to develop a

model for the flow of ground water and for the transport of dissolved species.

Simulations of flow and transport in fractured rock may also enhance the understanding

of the important mechanisms involved in the performance assessment of a repository.

Model results could be supported by studies of natural analogues.

Based on field observations, the Channel Network model was proposed by Moreno and

Neretnieks (1993b), and it has shown promising features for describing the flow and

transport of solutes through fractured rock. The aim of the present work has been to

develop the model, and its computer implementation, CHAN3D, even further and to

apply the model to field experiments and performance assessments. The way in which the

model may be applied to a site is presented in this thesis. An important development issue

was to keep the model simple and flexible so that the most important mechanism may be

considered, and to be able to use available field data. Among the developments are ways

to describe fractures and fracture zones, tunnels, and source terms for nuclides, and ways

to incorporate entities obtained from field observations and measurements. Work has been

devoted to developing techniques for obtaining data from field observations. Attempts

have also been made to improve the description of the dispersion of solute.

The data requirements for the Channel Network model have been investigated. Data were

classified as very important, important and not essential for site analysis using the model.

The investigation may thus serve as a guideline as to where efforts should be made to



obtain crucial information. When the data needed had been defined, methods were

developed to show how model parameters can be obtained. It was found that hydraulic

borehole measurements may give much of the essential information such as the

conductivity distribution and estimates of the flow-wetted surface area. Solute interaction

data have been obtained from laboratory measurements. The development of techniques

for obtaining data is still, however, a subject where more research is needed. For

example, increasing the spatial resolution of the borehole measurements would give more

and better data.

Comparisons with field experiments may also be made to support model results.

Recently, the Channel Network model has been applied to two field experiments carried

out at the Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory. The simulated experiments at Aspo HRL consist

of the so-called LPT2 and TRUE tests. In the Long-term Pumping and Tracer Test

(LPT2), the tracer travel distance was of the order of hundreds of metres and in the Tracer

Retention Understanding Experiment (TRUE) of the order of five metres. In the field

experiment simulations, the model has been used to predict and analyse the outcome of

the experiments. For LPT2, the predictive capabilities of the model were tested using the

available hydraulic field data without performing calibrations or using any tracer test data

for conditioning. The results show that the model simulates the experimental results

reasonably well, considering that no site-specific information was available for some

parameters.

A tool for performance assessment of a repository was developed. In this case, the model

was integrated with a compartment model, NUCTRAN (Romero et al., 1995a,b),

describing the near field around the canisters for the spent nuclear waste. The integrated

model concept may be used to assess the potential release from the repository to the

biosphere. Important factors that may influence the release from a repository may be

illustrated using this tool. The model integration is made using CHAN3D to calculate the

flow distribution in the rock system. The local flow rates at the canister locations are then

used as input data to the compartment model. In the next step in the model chain,

CHAN3D simulates the transport in the far field using the temporal release from the near

field model as input.



2 FLOW AND TRANSPORT IN FRACTURED MEDIA

Most of the flow and transport takes place in fractures and fracture zones. Flow and

transport in fractured media may be very complex to describe due to the heterogeneities

and the uncertainties of the system. The basic concepts of flow and transport in fractured

rock are described in Paper I. Many different mechanisms are involved, such as the

uneven flow distribution, and interactions between dissolved species and the rock. The

most important interaction mechanisms are diffusion into the rock matrix and sorption.

These mechanisms together cause dispersion of a pulse of solutes introduced in a

fractured medium. Fractures and fracture zones of different magnitudes are found in the

field (Pusch et al., 1991). The fracture zones are formed by a large number of fractures.

The fracture zones may intersect and build up a network of fractures and fracture zones

with very different properties. A conceptual illustration of fractured rock is shown in

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Fractured rock with fractures, fracture zone and channels.



For non-interacting solutes, the water flow rate and the flow porosity determine the

residence time. The mean residence time and the dispersion of these solutes will therefore

be a function of the spatial distribution of water flow rates and flow porosities. For

solutes that interact with the rock, the residence time distribution (RTD) is mainly

determined by the water flow rate and the flow-wetted surface area in addition to the

diffusion and sorption properties of the rock. The fact that the transport of solutes in a

fractured medium is determined by different mechanisms depending on whether or not the

solute interacts with the matrix has important implications when tracer tests are performed

to obtain data for models to be used in predictions of solute transport for performance

assessment.

2.1 FLOW IN FRACTURED MEDIA

The water flow in fractured rock is dominated by flow in the fractures. A fracture consists

of two undulating, rough surfaces. The two surfaces are in contact with each other at

some points and separated at others. Openings in the fracture are potential paths for water

flow, but potential only since there must be connections to other paths to permit water

flow. In a fracture that has uneven surfaces, the water will always find the easiest paths,

channels, along the fracture under the prevailing pressure gradient (Neretnieks, 1993). If

the direction of the pressure gradient is changed, the water seeks out other paths (Tsang et

al., 1988; Moreno et al., 1988). Plow in an individual fracture is sometimes treated as

flow between two parallel and smooth plates. In such an idealised case, the relationship

between flow and the pressure gradient is governed by the "cubic law". This states that

the flow rate is proportional to the cube of the aperture. This has been shown

experimentally for fresh fractures in granite for the upper range of apertures studied

(Witherspoon et al., 1980). However, the smaller the aperture the larger is the deviation

from the cubic law. Most natural fractures are, furthermore, expected to be old and

weathered, and filled with precipitated minerals and clays. Then the cubic law cannot be

expected to apply and the pressure drop may be determined more by the particle size of the

fracture filling material (Neretnieks, 1993).

In a fracture, several channels for water flow may be found in the fracture plane. Large

differences may be observed in the water velocity between the different channels. Some

paths are much faster than others. This phenomenon is called channelling and has been

observed at inflow points in tunnels intersecting fractures. It may also be seen in

boreholes drilled through fractures. This is well known, e.g. by water well drillers and by

miners. A conceptual illustration of water flow and diffusion into stagnant water in a

section of a fracture is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Water flow and transport within a fracture (Birgersson et al., 1992a).

It is improbable that channels in a fracture meet if small distances are considered or if

fractures at large depth are considered, because of their sparseness. If the fracture is

extended in space it is probable that the channels will intersect after some distance. When

two or more fractures intersect, each with their own preferential paths, a network of

channels is formed. Little is known about what happens at the fracture intersection. There

are several possibilities. One possibility is that, the intersection may act as a conduit,

effectively connecting channels at one fracture with channels at the other. Another

possibility is that there is no flow in the intersection, so that if a channel from one fracture

does not directly meet a channel in the other fracture there will be no connection between

them. A third possibility is that the transmissivity is low in the intersection so that the

intersection will control the flow from one fracture to the other. It has been observed that

the fracture intersections often make up a high flow-rate conduit (Neretnieks, 1987;

Abelin et al., 1991). The heterogeneities of the system leads to an uneven flow

distribution. Observations of uneven flow distribution into tunnels are summarized in

Paper V.

2.2 SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN FRACTURED MEDIA

If a solute pulse is injected into a fracture, it will spread due to the different velocities

found in the fracture. If several fractures are connected, an additional dispersion will be

obtained. Another process influencing dispersion is the mixing of waters at the channel

intersections. The spreading of a solute pulse is also influenced by interactions between



the solutes and the rock. Two important interaction mechanisms are matrix diffusion and

sorption.

There are different ways to characterize the dispersion and the medium. For porous

media, the dimensionless Peclet number, Pe, is often used to characterize the relation

between the advection and the dispersion for non-sorbing solutes. This number is defined

as:

* - K

where u is the mean water velocity, L is the apparent travel distance and DL is the

longitudinal dispersion coefficient. The latter is defined as DL=<XLU (Bear, 1972) where

aL is the dispersivity or dispersion length which is often assumed to be dependent only on

the medium and has the dimension of length. Inserting this expression for DL in Equation

(1) the Pe number may be written as:

Pe = ^ (2)

The Pe number may be calculated using the first and the second moments of the residence

time distribution, RTD, according to Levenspiel (1972):

Pe =

where tw is the mean time for a solute travelling with the same velocity as the water and a t

is the standard deviation in the residence time distribution of the solute.

For example, in an experiment where a solute pulse is injected into a fractured medium,

the species are transported in the flow field. At the detection point, the species may be

detected and represented with a breakthrough curve. It is commonly found that, there is a

severe tailing of the breakthrough curve. For non-interacting solutes the spread of the

pulse is due to the flow rate distribution. This has a large impact on the Pe number

calculated with Equation (3). Another approximate measure of the dispersion has been

proposed by Neretnieks et al. (1982) to avoid the effect of the very late arriving solutes.

This measure uses the time it takes for 10, 50 and 90% of the species to arrive, t10, t̂ , and

t,,, respectively. It is applicable for non-interacting and interacting solutes. For interacting

solutes, the rock interactions will increase the tailing even more. This characterization of

the dispersion is here called D1J9 and is defined as:



Dl59 =
t50

Matrix diffusion

Dense crystalline rocks, such as granites and gneisses, have microscopically small

fissures between the crystals. These create a partly interconnected pore system containing

water, which makes it possible for small molecules to diffuse into and out from the pore

system. The inner surface area of the rock is much larger than the surface in the fractures

and the water volume in the rock matrix may be larger than the mobile water volume in the

fractures (Neretnieks, 1993). Matrix diffusion allows the nuclides to enter the interior of

the rock and have access to the large surface area available for sorption within the rock

matrix. The diffusion into the rock then contributes to the dispersion process.

The diffusion process is time-dependent and the diffusion from the mobile water in the

fracture is especially important as a retardation process if the flux of the water is low. In

fractures with low water flow rates, solutes diffuse into the rock matrix and into pools of

stagnant water in the fracture plane. Matrix diffusion is also influenced by the area of the

flow-wetted surface, i.e. the rock surfaces that are in physical contact with the flowing

water. A conceptual illustration of matrix diffusion and sorption on surfaces is shown in

Figure 3.

Sorption

Sorption is an important retardation process for most nuclides. Sorption is a generic term

describing processes that occur at the rock surface, such as adsorption, absorption, ion-

exchange and surface complexation. Under repository conditions, most of the important

nuclides may sorb on the fracture surfaces and also, which is even more important, in the

interior of the rock matrix. The sorption processes depend on the groundwater pH, redox

conditions, ion charge, ion strength, and concentration of complexing agents. Minerals of

crystalline rocks have considerable cation exchange capacity, but they also have the

capacity to form surface complexes with both anions and cations (Neretnieks, 1993). The

solutes may diffuse into the rock matrix and be sorbed onto the interior of the matrix.

Sorption on the interior of the rock is considered to be much more important since there is

far more sorption surface area available in the interior of the rock than on the fracture



surfaces. Sorption will act as a retardation mechanism for the solutes and give e.g.

radioactive nuclides more time to decay.

The degree of interaction between the solutes and the rock may be described by the

distribution coefficient, Kd, which is sometimes called the sorption coefficient. Kd is the

ratio of concentrations of the component in the two phases (Neretnieks, 1993), and is

thus an indication of how much of a component is bound to the surfaces of the rock by

sorption and how much is in the water at equilibrium. Different complexes of species

have different affinities to the rock surface. This is not considered in the Kd concept,

which is based on the total concentrations in the water and in the rock volume. The Kd

concept is an imprecise entity, but has been found to be convenient due to the complexity

of the situation and useful in mathematical modelling (Neretnieks, 1993).

fissure^ r T^ppj^js Opting

and sorption t . ^
of nuclic

mkrrofissure crystals

Figure 3. Matrix diffusion and sorption in the microfissures in the rock matrix
(Neretnieks, 1993).
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Dispersion

Several researchers have contributed to our knowledge about dispersion in heterogeneous

porous media and fractured media, e.g. Neuman (1982), Gelhar and Axness (1983),

Neretnieks (1983), Dagan (1984), Arya et al., (1988), Hewett and Behrens (1990), and

Maloszewski (1994). Kreft and Zuber (1978) presented the physical meaning of the

dispersion equation and its solutions for different initial and boundary conditions.

It is now generally accepted that the dispersion in fractured media is dependent on the

migration distance. The dispersion coefficient depends on the dispersion length,

sometimes called dispersivity with unit length. There have been several field studies of

dispersion, e.g., those by Molz et al. (1983) and Sudicky et al. (1985), indicating that the

dispersion coefficients and dispersivities are scale-dependent. Over 130 dispersivities

were collected from the literature by Arya et al. (1988). The dispersivities vary from less

than 1 mm to over 1 km, collected on length scales that vary from less than 10 cm to more

than 100 km. The data show large scatter, but a regression analysis reveals that the

dispersion length, 0^, is given by:

otL~ L075 (5)

where L is the length scale of measurements or in other words the apparent distance from

the source. Hewett (1986) suggested that the power law relationship is due to some

underlying fractal structure in the permeability distribution. Neuman and Zhang (1990)

presented another regression analysis of these and other data. They proposed that there

are in fact two regions, one for L < 100 m, for which the exponent in Equation (5) was

about 1.5, and another for L > 100 m for which the exponent was about 0.75. Efforts has

been made to develop models using concepts based on channelling and recently on self-

similarity, because classical models based on the Advection-Dispersion equation could not

predict scale-dependent dispersivities Often a constant dispersion length is assumed in the

Advection-Dispersion based models. This is an explanation of why these models have

problems in adequately predicting tracer tests performed in strongly heterogeneous media.

An apparent increase in dispersion length with increasing apparent travel distance may be

caused by channelling and by various interaction mechanisms with the rock, including

matrix diffusion (Neretnieks, 1993). This scale dependence, which corresponds to a

constant Peclet number, is shown in Figure 4, where a compilation of experimental

results in fractured rock is shown. The compilation of data is approximate, since different

methods have been used to determine the dispersion length. Similar compilations of

experimental data are presented by Gelhar (1986), and Abelin et al. (1991).
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Figure 4. Dispersion in fractured rock as a function of the observation distance
(Neretnieks, 1985).

The dispersion problem is also interesting in the process of displacing fossil oil by

injection of another fluid. Arya et al., (1988) described dispersion in heterogeneous oil

reservoirs from the macroscopic scale, on the order of several hundreds of grain

diameters, to the megascopic dispersion related to the field scale. The latter is the one-

dimensional dispersion derived by averaging across the entire cross section. They

investigated how both dispersions depend on heterogeneity, diffusion coefficient, and

correlation length. Molecular diffusion is found to be insignificant for megascopic

dispersion. Diffusion may, however, be of importance for the macroscopic dispersion. In

general, the larger the contrast is in hydraulic properties between the elements that make

up the medium, the larger is the dispersion.

Moreno and Tsang (1994) described a model for porous media with large heterogeneities.

They used a log-normal distribution in conductivity, K, characterized by a mean value and

a standard deviation, GK. For a low standard deviation in log conductivity, a sharp

Gaussian peak with high concentration was obtained. For higher aK, if the mean value is

kept constant, the breakthrough time and the height of the peak representing the

concentration decrease. At a sufficiently large cK, the height of the peak starts to increase

again and the tailing increases. These phenomena are due to the fact that the transport of

solutes now takes place in a few fast paths, i.e. channelling occurs.
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2.3 THE IMPORTANT MECHANISMS FOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The important mechanisms for performance assessment of a repository are described in

Paper I. The results of that study have important implications in the planning of tracer

tests to obtain information to be used in the prediction of release from a nuclear waste

repository. Here, interest has been focused on the transport of solutes by the water

flowing in the rock over long periods of time. The results show that, if the solutes have

access to the rock matrix, the transport is determined mainly by the water flow rate

distribution and the surface area in contact between the flowing water and the rock matrix,

the flow-wetted surface area. This information cannot be obtained from tracer tests where

the access to the rock matrix is insignificant, e.g., tracer tests using non-sorbing tracers

over short times. Such tracer tests may, however, be used to obtain a preliminary

characterization of the flow paths where tracer tests with sorbing species might be

performed.

The prediction of the transport of solutes escaping from a nuclear waste repository

requires information about how the flow rate is distributed in the rock fractures and the

area of the flow-wetted surface. Efforts must therefore be made to determine these

entities. One way to determine the flow-wetted surface area is to perform hydraulic tests

in boreholes sealed-off by packers. Using a sufficiently short packer distance will ensure

that most of the conducting fractures are detected. The hydraulic properties of the rock

and the locations of fracture zones may be obtained from the same type of borehole

measurements. The locations and geometries of fracture zones, and the hydraulic

properties can be used in the assessment of the flow rate distribution.

For long residence times, the tracers may diffuse into the porous rock matrix which

means that the flow volume (flow porosity) has a negligible influence on the residence

time distribution (RTD). RTD is determined solely by the flow-rate distribution, the flow-

wetted surface area and the diffusion and sorption properties of the rock matrix.

Furthermore, the longer the surface is exposed to the solute the greater are the

accumulated diffusion and sorption effects. Only for tracers where the effect of matrix

diffusion is small or negligible must the volume accessible to flow be known in order to

determine the residence time distribution, RTD, of the tracer.

The RTD for non-interacting solutes (e.g. large molecules or short travel time) depends

on the spatial distribution of water flow rate and flow porosity. For solutes that interact

with the matrix, the RTD is determined by the water flow rate and the flow-wetted surface

area in addition to the diffusion and sorption properties of the rock. For this reason, only

a very weak or in practice no correlation is to be expected between the mean residence
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time and the dispersion of non-interacting solutes and the values for interacting solutes. A

number of simulations was carried out to explore this phenomenon. Results from those

simulations are shown in Figure 5, where the residence times for non-interacting solutes

are compared with the residence times for weakly sorbing tracers injected at the same

location under the same flow-rate conditions (Paper I). The residence time is represented

by the time required to reach 50% of the initial concentration, t50. A slight correlation is

found for the tracer tests with a short travel time, but no correlation is found for the tests

with a long travel time.

I
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Figure 5. The residence time as tJ0 for a non-sorbing species and a slightly sorbing
species. Each point represents results from injection at one location (Paper I).

The relationship between the time t^ for two sorbing species with Kdpp values of 1.0 and

100 is shown in Figure 3 in Paper I, where a clear correlation can be observed, as

expected. Similar results are found when the ratio D159 is plotted, a good correlation was

obtained in the case of the two sorbing species but only a slight or no correlation between

the data for non-sorbing and sorbing species. This indicates that a dispersion coefficient

determined by tracer experiments with non-interacting tracers cannot be used for solutes

that interact with the rock matrix. This applies in situations where the transport time for

interacting solutes is considerably longer than the water residence time. If the transport
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time is short, then the dispersion of the interacting species will also be influenced by the

flow porosity.

The fact that the transport of solutes in a fractured medium is determined by different

mechanisms depending on whether or not the solute interacts with the matrix has

important implications when tracer tests are performed to obtain data for models to be

used in predictions of solute transport for performance assessment. The main information

obtained in tracer tests with non-interacting species, the flow porosity, has no influence

on the prediction of solute transport over large distances and on long time scales. But

such tests may give, for example, information about connections between fractures or

fracture zones.

2.4 MODELS FOR FLOW AND TRANSPORT

Transport equations or models are based on mass balances according to the principle of

conservation of mass. A basic concept originally developed for porous media is the so-

called Advection-Dispersion equation. The equation commonly include accumulation,

advection, and dispersion. Terms accounting for diffusion into solid material, sorption,

reaction and radioactive decay may also be included. Dispersion is often treated as a

molecular diffusion-like process.

In a model, the velocity of a fluid may be described by an Eulerian or a Lagrangian

approach. The Eulerian description gives the velocity at each point whereas the

Lagrangian description gives the velocity of each particle. Dagan (1990), studied the

spatial moments of a plume of solutes in heterogeneous media. He used a Lagrangian

approach, representing the permeability and the velocity as random space functions. He

claimed that the spread of the solute that has been transported through a structure is

dominated by convection and the large-scale heterogeneity of permeability. It is assumed

that the centre of mass of the solute moves with the mean of the velocity ensemble, and

that the increase of its second spatial moment is described by a Taylor dispersion

coefficient. Cvetkovic and Dagan (1994) described the conceptual framework for

modelling reactive subsurface transport using the Lagrangian formulation and taking the

random chemical and physical properties of the media into account. The Lagrangian

stochastic travel time approach has further been developed by Selroos (1996).

From hydraulics measurements in boreholes and observations of inflows into tunnels, it

is concluded that, in fractured media, water flows through channels in the planes of the

fractures (Neretnieks, 1993). It is also observed that only a small part of the fracture
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conducts most of the water (Abelin et al., 1990). Based on these field observations, a

conceptual model for the Channel Network was developed (Moreno and Neretnieks,

1993b). The model is described in detail in Chapter 3. The Eulerian approach is used in

the model. In the model concept, it is assumed that fluid flow and solute transport take

place in a network of channels, and that the flow paths make up a channel network in the

rock. The model accounts for the uneven flow distribution, sorption and diffusion into the

rock matrix. Furthermore, the dispersion is built into the system because the large

variations in flow rates caused by channels with very different properties generate

variations in residence times. Several concepts and models are available to calculate flow

and transport in fractured rock. Some of the most common concepts are described below.

The Advection-Dispersion model

Neglecting the retardation due to surface sorption, the basic transport equation may be

written as the Advection-Dispersion (A-D) equation:

ac 3c 32c
^ - = -Uf-r- + D L — 7 -
at az dz

(6)

In this equation, the first term accounts for the accumulation in the water element, the

second term accounts for transport by advection, the third term represents transport by

dispersion and the fourth term describes the exchange of solute with the solid by

molecular diffusion. Here, Uf is the local water velocity, z is the distance in the flow

direction, x is the distance into the rock matrix, cp is the matrix pore water concentration,

and aw is the area of the flow-wetted surface defined per volume water. The diffusion of

solutes into the rock matrix is given by the partial differential equation:

9C, _ _ D e _ 3 ^ ( ? )

Kdp

Here, the transport is caused solely by molecular diffusion. The term dcpldt accounts for

the accumulation of species in the water located in the matrix and Kdpp for that on the

micropore surfaces. K<jpp is the volume sorption capacity of the rock including the solutes

in the pore water. De is the effective diffusivity. Equations (6) and (7) are applicable both

for a porous medium and an individual channel. Analytical solutions for some important

flow and boundary conditions are available in Neretnieks (1985). For the simple case

where the channel is treated as a slit with parallel walls, a solution is given by Tang et al.

(1981) for a step injection at the inlet from time zero. According to Neretnieks (1980) and
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Tang et al. (1981), for a case with no dispersion of solutes in the channel the solution

reduces to:

erfc | LWu
0

DcKdPp

t-tw

. 0 5 "

for t < tw

for t > tw (8)
Co

The term LW is half of the flow-wetted surface in the channel and Q is the flow rate in the

channel. The product DeKdpp accounts for the diffusion into the rock matrix and the

sorption capacity. The residence time for the water, or a species transported by advection

only, in a flow path is denoted by tw.

Stochastic Continuum models

From the porous medium concept, traditionally used for sandy, almost ideally porous

formations, Stochastic Continuum models were developed. The Stochastic Continuum

models are based on the Advection-Dispersion equation formulation. To represent the

heterogeneities of the medium, the deterministic porous medium concept had to be

modified. The approach was to divide the flow field into blocks with different properties

such as conductivity and porosity (Neuman, 1987; Follin, 1992). It uses geostatistical

data such as the conductivity distribution or information from variograms, e.g. to

determine the correlation length.

The Independent Channel model

This model is based on the concept of a bundle of independent parallel channels with

different flow-rates taken from a flow-rate distribution f(Q). This concept was proposed

by Neretnieks, (1983). In each channel the transport may be given by Equation (8) or,

e.g., the previously mentioned solution of Tang et al. (1981). The dispersion in the whole

system of independent channels will depend mainly on the difference in flow-rates among

the channels. The dispersion in an individual channel will therefore have a small impact.

This leads to the idea that Equation (8) may be used to model the transport in the

channels.

The effluent concentration from the bundle of channels is obtained by summing the

effluent flow-rate of the nuclide from all the channels and dividing by the total flow:
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— = —Jf(Q)c(t,Q)QdQ
Co coQ o (9)

Here, Q is the mean flow-rate obtained as:

0 = |Qf(Q)dQ (10)
0

The distribution of the flow-rates f(Q) is assumed to be log-normal and can be obtained

from:

Three-dimensional Fracture Network models

Discrete fracture network models were originally developed for flow calculations but they

have more recently been extended to handle solute transport (Shapiro and Andersson,

1983; Robinson, 1984; Long et al., 1985; Dershowitz et al., 1985; Andersson and

Dverstorp, 1987; Charlaix et al., 1987; Billeaux et al., 1989; Cacas et al., 1990a,b;

Dverstorp, 1991). They use a network of fractures that is stochastically generated in

three-dimensional space. The fractures are often modelled by simple geometries such as

rectangles or discs. The models need data such as fracture frequency, orientation,

dimension, and transmissivity. Channelling may be handled by placing flow paths in

individual fractures. Transport in the fractures is often calculated by the Advection-

Dispersion equation. The dispersion of the simulated solutes in the individual channels is

simplified, or is of minor importance. The sorption process may easily be included in the

fracture network models, but the inclusion of the matrix diffusion process has been found

to be more demanding, especially for large networks.
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3 THE CHANNEL NETWORK MODEL

The Advection-Dispersion equation describes individual tracer tests in a porous medium

well if the dispersion coefficient is known and if a single distance is used. It has been

used by many researchers and has been verified as a good tool for homogeneous systems.

The Stochastic Continuum concept based on the A-D equation using blocks with different

properties is an extension. However, it predicts transport in fractured rock poorly if

strong channelling effects are present (Moreno and Neretnieks, 1993b). Another difficulty

is to define meaningful average parameter values of the blocks.

A model in contrast to the Advection-Dispersion-based concepts is the Independent

Channel model. A strong feature of this model is that it predicts that the dispersion length

increases with increasing distance. One limitation of this approach is that it does not

account for the mixing of water between channels. For short distances this may not be a

problem, but the longer the distance the more likely it is that channels intersect with each

other and that there will be mixing. The intersections between channels located in fracture

zones may be frequent.

The concept of discrete fracture networks seems to be intuitively appealing, since it may

mimic the fracture distribution in the rock. The limitation of fracture network models is

that they need very detailed data which can be difficult to obtain. If the fracture intensity is

large, it may be computationally very intensive.

A model was needed that could account for the very uneven flow distribution observed in

fractured rock, reflect the stochastic appearance of natural properties, include retarding

physical processes like matrix diffusion and sorption, and describe dispersion in a

heterogeneous system without very detailed data requirements. With this ambition and

based on field observations, the Channel Network model was developed by Moreno and

Neretnieks, (1993b). To avoid the problems found in other models, a different starting

approach was chosen.

In the Channel Network model, a large number of channels are used to build up the

system in three-dimensional space. Each channel in the model is stochastically given a

conductance taken from a distribution. So far, the log-normal distribution has been used.

The channel properties may vary over a large interval if a large value of the standard

deviation in conductance is used. This will cause a sparse flow system, with some few

channels with relatively high flow rates and, on the other hand, in the limit, channels with

practically no flow at all. This has been observed in the field when fractured rock is

studied using borehole measurements. One feature of the model is that a minimum of data
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is required and that the model is flexible and uncomplicated to use. When the available

field information and the appropriate boundary conditions are fed into the model the flow

field is established. The transport of solutes is then simulated by a particle-following

technique. Matrix diffusion and sorption may be readily modelled. Mixing of solutes in

the channel intersections is assumed to be complete in the present applications, but other

mixing laws have also been tested. Fracture zones, boreholes and tunnels may be

included in the model, in a simplified manner.

Using the model, it is possible to calculate transport times for solutes that solely follow

the water flow (non-interacting solutes), and solutes that are also influenced by sorption

and diffusion into the rock matrix (interacting solutes). Temporary source terms, such as

release from a canister in a repository, may also be incorporated. This has been made by

integration of a code describing the near field in detail.

3.1 CONCEPTUAL MODEL

In the model concept, it is assumed that fluid flow and solute transport take place in a

three-dimensional network of channels. With this simplification, a simple model is

developed that needs very little detailed information. The channels have very different

properties based on stochastic distributions found in the field. This leads to that the model

represents the uneven flow rate distribution commonly observed. Data can be obtained

from borehole transmissivity measurements and observations on fracture widths. One of

the important aspects of the present model is that it is simple enough to be able to

accommodate the transport of interacting solutes, i.e. that diffusion into the rock matrix

and sorption in the interior of the matrix are included^The inclusion of the uneven flow

distribution and of the interaction mechanisms means that dispersion is built into the

model, and no independent dispersion data are needed.

The flow paths are assumed to make up a channel network in the rock, similarly as

observed in the field. A conceptual illustration of the network of channels in the rock

mass is shown in Figure 6. Every channel member can connect to any number of other

channel members, but an upper limit of six members intersecting at a point was chosen.

Some of these channel members may have a conductivitythat is so low that practically no

connection is made. The use of six channel members is based partly on the observation

that both fracture intersections and channels in theTracture "planes" play an important role

in conducting flow. For two fractures that intersect, there is one channel member in each

fracture plane that may continue over the intersection line with the other fracture. In this

way, up to four members in the fracture plane may intersect at one node. For those
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intersections where the fracture intersection itself is conducting, two more members may
be added, forming a six-member intersection.

Figure 6. A schematic view of the rock showing channels randomly distributed in
space.

As an aid to visualization, the network is depicted as a rectangular grid. Figure 7 shows a

schematic view of the rectangular grid. The hydraulic properties of the members can be

generated by including the effects of channel members of different lengths, different

hydraulic conductivities and other properties of interest. The channel density may be

varied in different regions, e.g., along the fracture zones. These properties allow us to

define fracture zones in a straightforward way.

Figure 7. A schematic view of the mesh used, each node is connected to up to six other
nodes. The channel conductances are log-normally distributed.
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3.2 GENERATION OF THE NETWORK

Each member of the network is assigned a hydraulic conductance. This is the only entity

needed to calculate the flow, if the pressure field is known. The conductance is defined by

analogy with electrical networks where it is the reciprocal resistance. Here, the

conductance may be expressed as the ratio between the flow in a channel and the pressure

difference between its ends. If the residence time for non-interacting solutes is to be

calculated, the volume of the channel members is also needed. If sorption onto the

fracture surface or diffusion into the matrix is to be included in the model, the area of the

flow-wetted surface must also be included. Some properties of the rock are then also

needed, such as rock matrix porosity, diffusivity, and sorption capacity for sorbing

species (Neretnieks, 1980).

The conductances of the channel members are assumed to be log-normally distributed,

with mean fi.c and standard deviation <rc. The conductances are not correlated in space,

except in the way that they belong to different distributions depending on their location.

Fracture zones, boreholes, tunnels and other features may be represented in a simplified

manner by modifying the properties of the channels in these locations. This means that

different values are used for the mean conductance, depending on whether the channel

member is located, for example, in a fracture zone or in the rock mass. Channels located

in a fracture zone often have larger hydraulic conductivities than if they are located in the

rock mass. For non-interacting tracer transport calculations, a relationship between

channel volume and conductance is required. We have explored several correlations that

have different bases in the theory. Here, it is assumed, owing to lack of data, that the

volume of the channel is proportional to the cubic root of the conductance. This

assumption is not crucial for interacting species.

3.3 FLUID FLOW MODELLING

For laminar conditions, the flow, Q, through a channel is proportional to the pressure

gradient:

Q^C^-Pj) (12)

where C(j is the conductance of the channel connecting the nodes "i" and " j " . P( and P̂

are the pressures at these nodes. The pressure field is calculated by writing the mass

balance at each intersection point:
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for alii (13)

The solution of this system of equations yields the pressure at each node. Once the

pressure at each node is known, flow between adjacent nodes is calculated using Equation

(12).

3.4 SOLUTE TRANSPORT MODELLING

The solute transport is simulated by using a particle-following technique (Robinson,

1984; Moreno et al., 1988). Here, a fraction of the released solute mass is denoted as a

particle. Many particles are introduced, one at a time, into the known flow field at one or

more locations. Particles arriving at an intersection are distributed in the outlet channel

members with a probability proportional to their flow rates. This is equivalent to

assuming total mixing at the intersections. Each individual particle is followed through the

network. The residence time for non-interacting tracers in a given channel is determined

by the flow through the channel member and by its volume. The residence time of an

individual particle along the whole path is determined as the sum of residence times in

every channel member that the particle has traversed. The residence time distribution,

RTD, is then obtained from the residence times of a multitude of individual particle runs.

Hydrodynamic dispersion in the channels is considered to be negligible. From the RTD,

the mean residence time and variance may be calculated.

In our implementation of the model, we do not include hydrodynamic dispersion in the

individual channels, since it has been found that it adds little to the "dispersion" caused by

differences in the residence times between channels. For interacting species, the

dominating "dispersion" effect is that caused by matrix diffusion and sorption, if active.

When dispersion in the channel and/or diffusion into the rock matrix are considered,

different particles in the same channel member will have different residence times. Hence,

residence times for the particles may be described by the RTD of the particles, expressed

as a probability density function. It may be thought of as the outlet concentration for a

pulse injection. If this curve is integrated over all possible residence times, the cumulative

distribution of the residence times is obtained.

For a flat channel from which the diffusion is perpendicular to the channel surface, a

simple analytical solution is available for the RTD for matrix-interacting species. The

cumulative curve, F, for the residence times is obtained as:
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for times greater than the water-plug-flow residence time (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959).

Otherwise, the function is zero. Here, Kd is the sorption coefficient, De the effective

diffusivity, pp the density of the porous rock, LW half the flow-wetted surface and Q the

flow rate in the channel. Equation (14) accounts for advection in the channel, diffusion

into the rock matrix and sorption.

In the transport simulations, we use the technique presented by Yamashita and Kimura

(1990). The travel time for each particle in a channel member is determined by choosing a

uniform random number in the interval [0,1]. The travel time is then calculated by solving

for t in Equation (15):
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4 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO A SPECIFIC SITE

To calculate water flow and solute transport at a specific site, data from that site are

needed. The geometry of fracture zones, tunnels and boreholes, the conductance

distribution of the channels, flow-wetted surface, tracer and rock interaction properties,

and appropriate boundary conditions are needed. In the calculations described in this

thesis the rock around the Hard Rock Laboratory at Asp5 was modelled, and the data for

the modelling are therefore based on measurements carried out at the AspO site. The

methods used to obtain data for the modelling are described in Paper IV and summarized

below.

4.1 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The conductance distribution

The distribution of channel conductances may be experimentally determined by using

hydraulic conductivity measured in the boreholes. Figure 8 shows the distribution of

hydraulic conductivities in the fracture zones at the Aspb' site for a three-metre packer

interval. From this histogram, the standard deviation of the conductance distribution may

be determined. If sufficient data are available, this type of histogram may be made for

each specific fracture zone. The mean conductance for a certain fracture zone is

determined to match its transmissivity value. This is made by taking into account the

channel length used and the estimated width of the fracture zones. The translation method

from transmissivity to conductance has been checked with flow calculations. For channels

located in the rock mass, the mean channel conductance matches the measured hydraulic

conductivity of the rock mass. Since the standard deviation in conductivity is difficult to

measure for the rock mass, a similar standard deviation is commonly assumed for the

rock mass channels as for the fracture zones. This is not a crucial assumption since the

flow and transport are dominated by the fracture zones.
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The distribution of conductivities in the fracture zones. Data for three-metre
packer sections. The first bar shows points below the detection limit within
the fracture zones. The lower limit for each range is given.

The flow-wetted surface

In order to determine the flow-wetted surface, the intersection frequency between
boreholes and channels in the rock is used. In Figure 8, the total number of packers with
conducting features within the fracture zones is 131 and the total intersection length
between the boreholes and the fracture zones is 474 m. From the borehole data, it was
found that the boreholes intersect a fracture with an open channel about every 4 m. This
means that the borehole diameter, Dbh, and the average distance between the channels, H,

are the known entities.

To obtain the flow-wetted surface area let us consider a rock volume with a number of

channels randomly distributed in the space. It is assumed that the channels have a length

L, a width W, and an area A. A borehole drilled through this rock mass will intersect, on

the average, a channel each H metres. To relate the number of channels in a given rock

volume to the frequency with which channels are intersected by a borehole, the average

channel areas are projected on a plane perpendicular to the borehole. The projected areas

are redistributed over this plane with a separation between them equal to the borehole

diameter. Thus the average projected area, Ao> needed for a channel to be intersected by a

borehole is:
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(16)

This area includes the projection of the channel area and the space occupied by the

borehole itself. Since the channels can be randomly oriented in space, the mean values of

the projected lengths and widths of the channels in a plane are Lproj = (7t/4)L and

Wptoj = (7t/4)W, respectively (Paper IV). The projected area of a channel becomes A/2.

If the average distance between channels intersected by the borehole has been obtained as
H, then the average rock volume containing one channel is HA0. The specific flow-
wetted surface area, aR, is the surface area of the channel, 2A, divided by the rock
volume HA0. Thus:

2A
aR = T A T ^ 1

L2 4 J

The term D ĥ is neglected. If the length and width of the channels are large compared

with the borehole diameter, the flow-wetted surface area may be estimated by a function

of the distance H alone, aR = 4 /H . Otherwise, L and W must be determined. W is not

known unless independent observations have been made, e.g. in drifts and tunnels.

Fortunately, the specific flow-wetted surface area is not very sensitive to W and L. For a

channel width of 0.2 m the specific flow-wetted surface area is 0.7 m2/m3 for channels

longer than about 2 m. On the other hand, if the channels are 1 m wide, the flow-wetted

surface will be 0.9 mz/ni3.

Matrix diffusion and sorption data

For interacting solutes which may diffuse into and sorb in the rock matrix, the effective

matrix diffusivity De and the sorption coefficient Kj are required. The solutes may also

sorb onto the fracture surfaces. Non-sorbing solutes may diffuse into the rock matrix.

Sorption and diffusion data may be obtained from laboratory measurements and field

tests. Diffusion data have been obtained in laboratory experiments by, e.g. Skagius

(1986) and Skagius and Neretnieks (1988). Diffusion experiments in undisturbed rock

under natural stress conditions have been performed in granite (Birgersson and

Neretnieks, 1990) in an experiment lasting more than three years. A review of matrix

diffusion data may be found in Ohlsson and Neretnieks (1995). Sorption measurements

from a number of laboratory experiments have been compiled by Carbol and Engkvist

(1997).
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Summary of the most important data

Some of the most important data, i.e., the channel frequency, conductivity distribution

and flow-wetted surface area are obtained by interpretations of hydraulic packer tests. The

flow-wetted surface area is of the order of 1 m2/m3 and the standard deviation of the

channel conductance is commonly on the order of 1.5 on the I0log scale. The mean

conductance for channels in fracture zones are taken from measured transmissivities and

for channels in the rock mass from conductivity measurements in the rock mass.

Geometric data on fracture zones and other objects such as a repository with its tunnels

and canisters are needed if applicable for the problem to be solved. The data requirement

of the Channel Network model and methods of how data may be obtained are summarized

in Table 1.

Table 1. A summary of how model input data may be obtained.

Model input data Measurements

Location and geometry of the fracture
zones

Regional charting
Core logs
Borehole radar
Spinner tests

Channel conductivity distribution Hydraulic tests
Inflow to tunnels and drifts

Channel length and width distributions No technique available at present
Borehole and runnel observations may
give some indications

Flow-wetted surface Hydraulic tests in boreholes
Inflow to tunnels and drifts
Tracer tests (Possibly by tests with
interacting solutes)

Flow porosity Tracer tests with non-interacting solutes

Sorption and diffusion data Laboratory and field tests
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As there are often no observations on the channel widths or lengths, a length of about 20

m is assumed for the channels in the network for problems on the kilometre scale. This is

much larger than the possible channel length of about 5 m and may not be realistic, but

earlier studies (Paper V) have shown that as long as the same specific flow-wetted surface

area is used, the breakthrough curves are not very sensitive to the choice of L and W.

Furthermore, for the hydraulic properties of the model, the conductance distribution

dominates over the length distribution. Longer channels considerably decrease the number

of channels in the network and the computation time.

Site-specific data, quality and uncertainty of data

Two of the main parameters for the Channel Network model are the mean value, uc , and

the standard deviation, oc, of the channel conductance. They are obtained from field

measurements for the rock mass and for the fracture zones. In order to apply the model to

a specific site, additional data such as dip, extension and width of major fracture zones are

needed. Site-characteristic data which influence the boundary conditions, e.g. regional

head or flow distributions are also needed. In addition, the topography or the average

infiltration can be used for boundary conditions.

The manner in which the degree of "site-specificity" depends on the various model

parameters is shown in Table 3 in Paper IV. For example, the overall geometry for the

fracture zones will of course be different from site to site. On the other hand, parameters

like sorption and diffusion properties may be similar for the same type of rock even if

they are obtained from different sites. The table also shows where knowledge is limited

and where more research should be directed in order to obtain better information for the

Channel Network model. The table is not intended to give quantitative information, but to

summarize qualitatively a complex situation. For those items where much more research

is needed, it is difficult to locate the boundary between site-specificity and general

knowledge.

An estimate of the relative importance and uncertainties of the various parameters used in

the Channel Network model for simulating the fluid flow and transport of the important

nuclides is illustrated in Table 2 in Paper IV. The importance and uncertainties are here

only estimated on a qualitative and not a quantitative basis. In order to make a quantitative

analysis, more information is needed from field and laboratory measurements. The table

may serve as a guide to decide where efforts should be made to obtain data in order to

achieve an improved site analysis with the model.
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5 SOME SIMULATIONS OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS

The aim of this chapter is to show how the Channel Network model may be applied to a

specific site. This is illustrated with simulations of some field experiments and site-

specific performance assessment calculations. The Channel Network model has been used

to:

• Simulate the pressure and tracer tests performed at Aspo HRL, LPT2 (Paper II),

• Predict tracer tests carried out within a 30 m cube scale experiment, TRUE (Paper VI),

• Calculate the release from a hypothetical repository for nuclear waste, with a detailed

description of the near field (Paper 111),

• Simulate flow distributions in e.g., Stripa and SFR (Paper V),

• Calculate the release from a hypothetical repository for the disposal of mercury-

containing waste (Paper VI).

The next sections present the simulations of the long-term pumping and tracer tests,

LPT2, and the predictions of the tracer tests performed within the TRUE project. Both

experiments were carried out at the Aspo" Hard Rock Laboratory, HRL. For the LPT2

simulations, most of the data used (channel conductance distribution and flow-wetted

surface area) were obtained from field measurements. The values of the flow porosity,

matrix porosity and effective diffusivity were not known. In the simulations, we have

used flow porosity values based on previous experience, e.g., from the Stripa

experiments (Birgersson et al., 1992b). Diffusion data were taken from laboratory

experiments made on rocks from other sites. Field data were used to obtain the parameters

of the model that were then used predictively to simulate the results of independent

experiments. The results of this predictive use of the model are presented. The model was

not subsequently calibrated using the results of the simulated experiments and the model

results are thus indicative of the predictive capability of the model.

The interpretation of tracer tests or the prediction of solute transport in fractured media is

not trivial, since flow and transport in fractured media may be very complex due to the

heterogeneities of the system, and the various interaction mechanisms involved. The

water flow in fractured rock is dominated by the flow in fractures and fracture zones.

Solutes transported by the flowing water diffuse into the rock matrix and may be sorbed

onto the surface of the microfissures within the rock. The diffusion from the mobile water

is very important as a retardation process even for non-sorbing species if the quotient of

flow-wetted surface area to flow rate is large.
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5.1 LONG-TERM PUMPING AND TRACER TEST, LPT2

An underground laboratory (Aspo HRL) was constructed at the Aspo island by SKB

(Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company). Before the construction of the

HRL, various field experiments were performed to investigate the site. One of these field

experiments was the Long-term Pumping and Tracer Test (LPT2), which included three

major parts: several pumping tests, tracer test experiments and tracer dilution experiments

(Rhe"n et al., 1992). This section is devoted to a description of the simulations of the

tracer tests in the LPT2 experiment. A more detailed description of the simulations of

LPT2 may be found in Paper II.

The site characterisation

Prior to the experiment, fracture zones were identified and localised using several state-of-

the-art methods and techniques. The locations of these fracture zones were determined by

surface observations in a preliminary investigation, as well as by geophysical and

hydraulic methods. Fracture zones were confirmed by cores from the boreholes, and by

spinner and hydraulic head measurements. They were later also confirmed and adjusted

by observations during the excavation of the access tunnel. The identified fracture zones

are schematically shown in Figure 2 in Paper n.

During this stage, several boreholes were drilled which were later used in the LPT2

experiments. The used boreholes are shown in Figure 3 in Paper II. In the pumping

experiment, one of these boreholes was used for withdrawal of water and the others were

used to monitor the pressure response. When a steady state drawdown was obtained, the

tracer tests were initiated. Since, most of the water flow and tracer transport takes place

through the fracture zones, knowledge of the locations where these boreholes intersect the

fracture zones is of vital importance in the simulations.

The experiments

The withdrawal of water was carried out in the open KAS06 borehole and the rest of the

holes were used for measurement of the hydraulic head response and some for tracer

injection. The duration of the pumping test was three months and the maximum

drawdown in the pumping hole was 51.77 m. When a steady state was reached, the

drawdowns were recorded. Most of the boreholes were divided into sections with

packers, so that the drawdown could be measured at a large number of locations. The
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flow rates into the pumping hole at locations where the hole intersected conducting

features were also measured.

When a steady state drawdown was reached, the tracer tests were initiated. Different

tracers were injected in locations which showed good connectivity with the withdrawal

hole through fractures and fracture zones. The injections were carried out in six sections

in the KAS02, 05, 07,08 and 12 boreholes for a time of about five weeks. The injection

method was either a decaying pulse injection or an intermittent decaying pulse injection.

An intermittent decaying pulse means that a mass of tracers is instantaneously injected at

uniform time intervals. Between the pulses, the concentration in the borehole section

decays by dilution. In order to determine the water flow in the injection holes, a set of

tracer dilution experiments was also carried out.

The arrivals of the tracers were detected in the KAS06 withdrawal hole. Uranin injected in

KAS12 and Re-186 injected in KAS08 were clearly detected in KAS06. The tracer

recoveries were 38% and 2.1% respectively. Uranin injected in KASO5-3 was not clearly

detected in the withdrawal borehole and tracers from the other locations were never

detected during the experiment. The experimental breakthrough curve for Uranin injected

in KAS12 is shown in Figure 9.

The simulation results

Since a stochastic model was used, several realisations were performed for the different

situations simulated. As boundary conditions on the top surface of the model, a specified

inflow was used. The assumed infiltration value was based on the precipitation, the

evaporation and the run-off. A more conductive layer near the surface was also used in

the model. A constant hydraulic head on the vertical surfaces around the block, and a no-

flow condition at the bottom of the model were used. For the pumping hole, two different

approaches were used: the maximum drawdown and the experimental inflow into the

pumping hole.

When the hydraulic drawdown was simulated, no large differences were observed

between different realisations, since the location of the fracture zones and their

transmissivities control the flow. Quite good agreement was obtained between the

experimental and simulated drawdowns.

In the simulations of the tracer tests, the flow porosity was not known, so values were

chosen similar to those at another site, Stripa (Abelin et al., 1991). In the tracer test
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simulations, two values of the flow porosity were used for the fracture zones, 0.0001 and

0.001, to study the its influence on the breakthrough. For the rock mass, a tenth of that

value was used. The interaction with the rock matrix is determined by the group of

DeKdpp J in Equation (14) where 2LW is the flow-wetted surface area

for one channel, and De is the effective diffusivity. Kdpp is equal to the pore porosity of

the rock, Ep, for non-sorbing solutes. The flow-wetted surface area was obtained from the

borehole data. The pore porosity was assumed to be 0.003 and De was assumed to be

3.15-10"6 m2/year based on measurements carried out in Stripa by Birgersson and

Neretnieks (1990). A value of 0.16 mVyear05 is obtained when these values are

( \0.5DeKdppJ group.

The results in different realisations show similar characteristics: acceptable agreement

when tracer tests with injection in KAS 12 were simulated. The simulated recovery of the

tracers was generally higher than the experimental recovery. In some cases, simulations

show arrival of tracers for tests where no tracers were actually detected in the withdrawal

hole. Considering that no adjustable parameters were used and that some entities such as

the flow porosity and matrix diffusion properties were chosen based on previous

experience from other sites, the deviations between experimental data and simulations are

not surprising.

Figure 9 shows the experimental breakthrough curve for the tracer injected in KAS 12 and

simulated curves for two different flow porosities. The simulated curves are for a

particular realisation of the many stochastic realisations. The flow porosities used for the

fracture zones were 0.0001 and 0.001 and the product LW(Kdpp)05 was set equal to

0.16 mVyear05. A reasonable agreement is obtained for the tracer injected in KAS 12,

especially for the case with a flow porosity of 0.0001 for the fracture zones, considering

that no fitting at all has been done and that much of the data is estimated and not site-

specific. The experimental recovery was 38 %, but in the simulation the tracer recovery

using a flow porosity of 0.0001 was about 78% for the same detection time.
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Figure 9. Simulated and experimental curves for Uranin injected in KAS 12. In the
simulated cases, a value of 0.16 nrVyear05 for the product LW(KdppDe)0-5 is
used for the fracture zones. Flow porosity values of 0.001 and 0.0001 were
used for the fracture zones.

For the tracer test with injection of Rhenium-186 in KAS08, the experimental recovery of

the tracer was much lower than the values obtained from the simulations. Only a few

percent of the injected activity was recovered in the experiments. Four of the experimental

tracer tests gave no detection of tracer solutes in the withdrawal hole whereas they did

appear in the simulations using a flow porosity of 0.0001. No clear explanation of this

result was found. A larger flow porosity and a larger diffusion into the rock matrix would

both give a breakthrough curve with smaller recovery. To find an explanation, a detailed

analysis was carried out where the influence of the flow porosity, the flow-wetted surface

area, and the local flow rates at the injection points were studied. The details of the

analysis are presented in Paper II.

Some possible reasons for the scant recovery in tracer tests

Theoretically, if the observation time is long enough, most of the tracer will arrive at the

withdrawal hole. One possible reason for the poor recovery of the tracer in the withdrawal

hole may be a too short observation time, but other causes are also possible. We shall

look into these possible causes:
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An increase in the flow porosity compared to 0.0001 as used in the central case, increases

the residence time in the tracer tests. The flow porosity has a significant influence in these

tests since the interaction with the rock matrix is not very important because of the rather

high flow rates. The results for injection in KAS12 suggest that the recovery is reduced

by a factor of about 2 when the flow porosity is increased from 0.0001 to 0.001. The

same pattern was observed in the other realisations when the flow porosity was increased.

This shows that flow porosity can partially explain the small tracer recovery found in the

experiments. The larger the flow porosity, the smaller is the tracer recovery.

The interaction with the rock matrix could be larger. A larger retardation of the tracer then

occurs. This may be due to a larger specific flow-wetted surface. The flow-wetted surface

area was calculated from borehole data, where it was found that the borehole intersected a

channel every 4 m. The packer distance was 3 m, which means that if several fractures are

close to each other, the technique will underestimate the area of the flow-wetted surface.

The results using a flow-wetted area twice as large as the value used in the central case

show that the tracer recovery is reduced, but not enough to explain why some tracers

were not detected in the withdrawal hole. This requires a much larger interaction with the

matrix which could be obtained if the fracture zones contained many fractures and/or

crushed material. A similar effect may be caused by a larger diffusion into the rock matrix

or a larger rock porosity.

A small water flow rate in the channel where the tracer is injected would decrease the

recovery. Due to the converging flow geometry of the flow field a larger retardation is

expected in channels near the injection points. In general, the retardation will be very

small in the channels near the withdrawal hole because the water flow rate is very high in

these channels. In the simulations, the retardation may be very small if the tracer is

injected into a channel with a high flow rate. A smaller water flow rate around the

injection hole increases the retardation of the tracer and the travel time could be longer

than the observation time. This may mean that no tracer is detected in the withdrawal hole.

For a representative realisation, the flow rate in the channel where the injection was

carried out was many times larger in the simulation than the experimental value for four of

the tracer tests. In all these four experiments, no tracer was detected in the withdrawal

hole. This means that the tracers would be much more retarded in the zone around the

injection hole in the experiments than in the simulation.
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Some conclusions of the LPT2 simulations

Some conclusions of the simulation of LPT2 are: using experimentally obtained field data,

fairly good agreement was observed in the drawdown at the pack-off borehole locations

and a reasonable agreement for the tracer test with injection in KAS12. The recovery in

the other tracer tests was over-predicted. There may be several reasons for the scant

recovery in the latter case.

5.2 TRACER RETENTION UNDERSTANDING EXPERIMENT, TRUE

The overall aim of the TRUE project is to develop an understanding of radionuclide

migration and retention in fractured rock. The tracer tests were performed at the Swedish

Aspo HRL at a depth of about 400 m (Winberg et al., 1996). The aim of this section is to

show how CHAN3D was used to simulate the experiment and to present some

predictions of the experimental results of the radially converging tracer tests. The

simulations of TRUE are also described in Paper VI.

The first stage of the TRUE project at Aspo included interference tests, dilution tests,

flow loggings, pressure build-up tests and preliminary tracer tests. Thereafter, the radially

converging tracer test in a specific feature, Feature A, was carried out using non-sorbing

tracers and steady-state pumping in KXTT3. From the field studies, Feature A seems to

be a single feature with possible intersections with other fractures.

Modelling of the tracer tests

In the modelling of TRUE, we have used the CHAN3D code based on the Channel

Network model. The geometric information and boundary conditions were first inserted

to the flow calculations and the resulting flow distribution was then used in the transport

calculations. The geometry of the TRUE test is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Feature A and the boreholes KXTT1, KXTT2, KXTT3, KXTT4 and
KA3005A, here designated Tl, T2, T3, T4 and K5, respectively. In the
background, the tunnel, niche, and some of the feature B planes can be seen.

The tunnel with the niche, all the boreholes, the Feature A and the Feature B planes were

included in the flow calculations. As boundary conditions, the head in the tunnel and a

given head around the other sides were used. In the withdrawal borehole, the pumping

flow rate was used as boundary condition. The conductance of the channels flowing into

the tunnel and the niche were reduced to simulate the skin effect. The size of the modelled

rock volume was 30 x 30 x 40 metre in the directions perpendicular to and longitudinal to

the tunnel, and in the vertical direction, respectively. The intersection points between

Feature A and the boreholes were kept in the centre of the model. The mean transmissivity

values for the different features were assigned from the experimental data and the flow

porosity was obtained from the preliminary tracer tests.

In the transport calculation, the solutes were treated as non-sorbing species. The transport

in one single channel member by advection is accompanied by diffusion into the matrix.

The dispersion of the solute is caused by the heterogeneity of the flow field when the

solute is transported with different velocities in the channel network. The tracers were
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injected as decaying pulses. From the injection curves and the volumes at the injection

points, the injection flow rates and the total injection mass were calculated.

The results of the predictions

A preliminary pumping and tracer test in feature A was used to calibrate the flow model.

In this case, a pumping rate of 0.87 1/min was used. In the predictions of the real tests, a

pumping rate of 0.20 I/min was used. A large number of realisations were performed.

The recovery times of tracer injections in the four boreholes, Tl, T2, T4 and K5 are

shown in Table 2, for the simulated and experimental conditions.

Table 2. Time, in hours, for 50 % of recovery, simulated and experimental values.

Pump hole

T3

T3

T3

T3

Injection hole

Tl

T2

T4

K5

l50(5%)_

122.3

177.8

144.9

217.6

t50(50%)

125.5

183.0

147.9

298.8

t5O(95%)

133.7

219.5

180.4

> TEXPK5

Experimental

154

-

156

-

The table shows the time when 50 % of the injected tracers are recovered from the T1,

T2, T4 and K5 boreholes, the average value of the realizations, t50(5o%), and the values

for the 5 and 95 percentiles. The experimental values are also shown for injection in Tl

and T4. For injection in the other boreholes, the tracers were not detected in T3. Note that

the 95 percentile of the recovery time, tso, for injection in K5 is larger than the

experimental time, TExpK5 = 383 hours. The experimental time is the duration of the

experiment i.e. from the start of the injection in that particular location to the end of the

experiment.
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6 A TOOL FOR REPOSITORY PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

In performance assessments of repositories, the potential release of radionuclides is

calculated. To assess the radionuclide release it is necessary to calculate the water flow

rate in the region where the repository is to be located, the transport of radionuclides in

the vicinity of the damaged canister or group of canisters, and finally the transport from

the repository to the biosphere. In order to do this, a new tool has been developed. The

tool consists of two concepts which are integrated, the far field model CHAN3D and the

near field model NUCTRAN. CHAN3D is based on the Channel Network model and is

used to calculate the flow distribution in the rock system containing fracture zones, the

repository with tunnels for the deposited canisters, and the rock mass. CHAN3D is also

used to calculate the radionuclide transport from the repository to the biosphere once the

release from the near field is calculated. The compartment model, NUCTRAN (Romero et

al., 1995a,b), is used to calculate the release from the canister in the repository in the near

field. Integration of the models is achieved using the flow rates at canister locations from

the flow field generated by CHAN3D. These are used as input data to NUCTRAN and

the near-field release is then used as input to the far-field transport simulations. The

performance assessment calculations are described in more detail in Paper HI.

The canisters containing the spent fuel will be deposited in vertical boreholes from the

floor of the tunnels. At such depths, the rock is fractured with water-bearing fractures at

typical distances of several metres. The nearest few metres around the tunnels are more

fractured due to blasting damage and rock stress changes. The effect of the tunnel

excavations on the rock may be reduced by the use of a full-face tunnel bore machine for

the access runnel and the deposition tunnels. The deposition holes are backfilled with

compacted bentonite and the tunnels with a mixture of sand and bentonite. The canisters

will remain intact over a very long period of time if the reducing environment around the

canisters prevails. A few canisters may, however, be initially defective or later damaged

by mechanical or corrosion processes. Radionuclides will then dissolve in the intruding

water and leak out of the canisters. It is solely the release from the initially defective

canisters that are used in the presented performance assessment calculations.
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Figure 11. Schematic view of the KBS-3 repository design (SKB, 1991), showing the
small hole in the canister and the location of the various escape routes.

In the repository, radionuclides leaking out through the damaged zone of a canister may

diffuse into the clay and then migrate through various pathways into the water flowing in

rock fractures. Some radionuclides will be delayed by sorption on the materials through

which they move and those radionuclides with short half-lives may decay to insignificant

concentrations. Figure 11 shows four modelled possible pathways: path Q,, release

directly to the flowing water in a fracture intersecting the deposition hole, path Q2,

release to the disturbed zone around the tunnel, path Q3, release to the tunnel backfill and

further to a fracture (zone) intersecting the tunnel, and path Q4, release through the rock

to a nearby fracture or fracture zone. It is assumed that the rock around the deposition

hole is not altered by the boring, which means that there is no disturbed zone around the

deposition hole. Moreover, the diffusion in the rock surrounding the deposition hole is

neglected. The radionuclide transport through any particular pathway is influenced by the

release in the other paths. For this reason, the release has to be calculated considering all

the important pathways simultaneously. The omission of one pathway may lead to an

overestimation of the release through other pathways.

Radionuclides escaping from the repository will be transported through the far field. Fluid

flow and solute transport in fractured rock take place mainly through fractures and

fracture zones. Due to the heterogeneities on the fracture surfaces, the fluid flow occurs

mainly through preferential paths, channels. Solutes in the flowing water may then be

transported through these paths. From the flowing water in the fractures the solutes may

migrate into the stagnant water in the rock matrix surrounding the channels. In the matrix,

sorbing solutes may be sorbed on the micropore surfaces. Negatively charged

radionuclides such as 1-129 do not sorb but may diffuse into the rock matrix. The
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diffusion mechanism is more important if there is a low water flow rate in the path. The

diffusion into the matrix and the sorption process significantly retard the transport of

species and increase the time available for radioactive decay for the radionuclides. On the

other hand, the existence of these preferential paths, channelling, may cause solutes in

such paths to travel considerably faster than the average velocity.

6.1 INTEGRATION OF A NEAR FIELD AND A FAR FIELD MODEL

The integration of the far field model and near field model is schematically shown in

Figure 12. First, CHAN3D-flow is used to calculate the flow distribution in the system.

The channel network in this hydraulic model is generated using site specific data. In this

step, we need the distribution of the channel conductances (mean value and standard

deviation) which is obtained from hydraulic measurements in boreholes. Hydraulic

features such as fracture zones, water-conducting tunnels, boreholes, and disturbed zones

are included in the channel network with their geometries and transmissivities.

In a general approach, the disturbed zone could be represented by a set of higher

conductivity channels surrounding the tunnel. Here, because the distance between the

channels describing the disturbed zone is similar to the distance between the channels in

the network, the disturbed zone is defined by channels belonging to the channel network.

The disturbed zone is taken into account by modifying the conductance of the channels in

the network that occupy the same location as the disturbed zone. The conductance for

these channels is set constant according to the transmissivity of the disturbed zone.

The hydraulic model then solves the flow field with the appropriate boundary conditions.

The boundary conditions were taken from a regional study. Once the number of damaged

canisters and their locations are determined, the water flow rate in the disturbed zone in

the corresponding location and the water flow rate for the channel(s) that intersect the

deposition hole are taken from the hydraulic calculations to determine the radionuclide

release rate in these paths.
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Figure 12. Flow sheet over the model coupling concept.

In the next step, NUCTRAN is used to calculate the temporal release in the near field. In

order to carry out the near field calculations, the local flow rates, the geometry of the

repository section, and radionuclide data are required.

To calculate the transport of solutes through the far field, the release from the near field is

used as contaminant input. This input can comprise several sources located at different

places, i.e. locations of the damaged canisters. Moreover, the release from these sources

changes over time. To determine the advective transport through the channel network, the

water flow rates obtained from the CHAN3D-fiow calculations are used. The retardation

in the far field depends on the matrix diffusion and on the sorption of the different

radionuclides.
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6.2 MODELLING OF A HYPOTHETICAL REPOSITORY

The integrated model concept has been applied to a hypothetical repository located at the

Swedish Aspo HRL. In the performance assessment, the release from initially damaged

canisters for spent fuel located at a depth of 450 m in crystalline rock is calculated. The

modelled rock block has the dimensions 1900 x 1400 x 650 m. The hydraulic data and

the flow-wetted surface area are estimated from hydraulic measurements. Release rate

calculations for several radionuclides have been performed, but here only results for

Cs-135 are shown to illustrate the model coupling concept.

In the modelled rock volume, 25 deposition tunnels are located, which together may

contain about 2 100 canisters. Distances between canister deposition holes of 6 m and

between deposition tunnels of 25 m are used. This section of the repository is about 600

m in width and 1 100 m in length. The deposition tunnels are located at a depth of 450 m

below the sea level. All the fracture zones used and the repository within our simulation

rock volume are shown in Figure 5 in Paper HI.

Using the boundary conditions obtained from regional flow calculations of this coastal

region, the water is mainly flowing upwards through the rock. It is assumed that the

probability that a canister is damaged is 0.1%. Furthermore, it is assumed that the damage

is very small initially but that it grows abruptly to a large hole in the canister wall after

10 000 years.

The disturbed zones around the deposition and access tunnels may also serve as water

conducting features. This is considered in our simulations by increasing the conductivity

in the disturbed zone around these tunnels. In the base case, the tunnels are filled with a

sand and bentonite mixture which means that, in practice, no water flows in the tunnels.

We have also performed calculations where the tunnels are filled with sand or gravel

leading to a higher conductivity of the tunnel. In this case, the impact of inserting plugs as

barriers has been studied.

Results from the performance assessment calculations

A distinct difference was obtained between the release from canisters located close to

fracture zones and the release from canisters located in less permeable rock. The

difference was especially clear when a more conductive material, such as sand or gravel,

was used in the tunnels. In this case, it was quite effective to insert plugs at strategic

positions to seal off the contact with fracture zones.
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In order to show the retardation during the transport through the far field, we have plotted

the release from the near field and the far field in the same figure. We have chosen to

show the release from run Rl with the largest retardation and run R2 with the smallest

retardation. The retardation of Cs-135 is shown in Figure 13. The retardation of 1-129

was found to be very small. Initially, there is a slow build up of the 1-129 concentration

due to the large transport resistance in the bentonite around the canister.

The retardation in the far field depends mainly on the water flow rate and on the flow-

wetted surface of the channels in addition to the sorption and diffusion of the nuclides in

the rock. Therefore, the retardation of nuclides that are transported at large flow rates to

the surface can be very small.
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Figure 13. Near field and far field release of Cs-135 from the runs Rl and R2.

Since the release from the near field can take place through different paths, the effect of

these different paths on the transport in the far field was studied. The release through the

most important paths was studied: the release through a possible fracture intersecting the

deposition hole, Ql, and the release through the disturbed zone, Q2. The results are

shown in Paper HI (Figure 9). In this Figure it may be seen that the nuclides may take

quite different paths through the far field depending on whether they are released in Ql or

inQ2.
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7 FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF CHAN3D

To further test the behaviour of the model, a large number of simulations of transport of

non-interacting solutes were carried out without using any fracture zones. The test was

devoted to study the dispersion properties of the model in order to compare this with what

has been observed in the field i.e., an increase in the dispersion length with distance. It

was found that the model does not really fulfil this requirement for non-interacting solutes

when the number of channels is largely increased. In order to solve the problem with the

dispersion two approaches are suggested. One, is to use a spatial correlation length for the

channel conductances. Another, is to use methods based on fractals which lead to self-

similar structures. Fractured rock possesses fractures on very different scales, from very

extended features on the order of kilometres down to the voids around the rock crystals

(Pusch et al., 1991). Fractals may be suitable to describe fractured rocks, since they

possess information on all scales.

In this chapter, the results of the dispersion test simulations and a short review of a self-

similar system are presented. Finally, results of transport simulations using a simple two-

dimensional network based on a self-similarity concept are shown. The modification of

the model seems to be appropriate since the dispersivity is increasing with increasing

distance.

7.1 TEST OF THE DISPERSION BEHAVIOUR OF THE MODEL

In the dispersion study of the Channel Network model, when it is used for transport

simulations of non-sorbing solutes, a fairly large grid was used. The grid had a cross-

sectional area of 40 x 40 nodes, and the maximum depth of the grid was 200 nodes.

Three different values of the standard deviation in channel conductivity, 0.8, 1.6 and 2.4

(10log scale) were used in the simulations and the channel length was 5 m.

Simulations were performed by varying the migration distances from 1 up to 160 nodes in

the main flow direction. For each distance, at least ten realisations were used. The

boundary condition used at the top (node level 200) was a constant head, higher than that

at the bottom, and the boundary conditions along the vertical sides was a no-flow

condition. To avoid effects from the boundary, the detection level for the non-interacting

particles was located 20 nodes up from the bottom. At the injection level, the solutes were

spread out over the whole injection layer in proportion to the flow.
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The results of these simulations are presented as dimensionless dispersion length versus
the thickness of the slab. The apparent travel distance is here represented by the number
of nodes. The dimensionless dispersion length, aJAL, was calculated from:

(XL

AL Pe
(18)

where o^ is the dispersion length, AL is the channel length, N is the number of nodes and

Pe is the Peclet number. The results of the dispersion study are shown in Figure 14. The

scatter in the results is shown with error bars for each point. For non-interacting solutes,

the dispersion length seems to approach an asymptote and not, as found experimentally,

to increase with increasing transport distance. If the heterogeneity of the medium is

increased, a larger number of channels is required to reach the asymptote.

I T
100 120 140 160

Number of nodes

Figure 14. The dimensionless dispersion length versus the migration distance
represented by the number of nodes in the main flow direction.

The dispersion description in the model could be improved by using a self-similar or self-

affine system concept in the generation of the channel conductances. The difference

between self-similar and self-affine is that a self-affine structure has an anisotropic

scaling, i.e. it grows faster in a certain direction when the scale is increased. Other

methods may be using a spatial correlation length for the conductance distribution or the

idea of next neighbour in the conductance generation. However, there will still be the

problem of gathering field data for these methods.
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7.2 SELF-SIMILAR SYSTEMS

Fractured rock seems to be self-similar in appearance when observed at different scales.

Pusch et al., (1991) describe fractures in undisturbed and unweathered granitic rock as

discontinuities which may be divided into seven orders. This number of orders of

discontinuity is rather arbitrary, but the important observation is that there are fractures

and fracture zones of different magnitudes. The first order of discontinuity corresponds to

very large fractures with extensions in the range of many tens of kilometres, and an

average conductivity of 10"6 m/s. These regional fracture zones have a spacing of one to a

few kilometres. The second order of discontinuity corresponds to local fracture zones,

which may extend for several thousands of metres, have a spacing of several hundreds of

metres and have a hydraulic conductivity of about 10"7 m/s. The next level contains

fracture zones several hundreds of metres in extent. These serve as transmissive fracture

zones around the deposit, because of their frequency and conductivity. Here, the distance

between them is of the order of tens of metres. Their width is typically a few decimetres.

The seventh order of discontinuity represents the smallest features with any hydraulic

conductivity of interest. As a conclusion, there seems to be a system with one network of

features in the next network and so on i.e. a self-similar system. A method for describing

such a system is to use fractals.

The concept of fractals were developed by Mandelbrot, (e.g. 1983). He proposed the idea

of fractals as a way to cope with problems related to the scale of nature. He defined a

fractal to be any curve or surface that is independent of scale. This property, referred to as

self-similarity, means that any portion of a curve, if enlarged, would appear identical to

the whole curve. Thus the transition from one scale to another can be represented as

iterations of a scaling process. The fractal concept has become a tool in many natural

sciences: physics, chemistry, biology, geology, meteorology and materials science.

Sahimi (1995) described six methods of measuring fractal properties for porous media or

fractured rock: the box-counting method, adsorption studies, chord-length measurements,

correlation function measurements, small-angle scattering, and spectral methods.

Dershowitz et al. (1992) presented several methods for calculating the fractal dimensions.

For self-similar structures, the box-dimension, mass/density, information, correlation

dimension, and fragmentation methods are the most suitable. For self-affine structures,

the re-scaled range, root-mean-square roughness, variogram analysis, and spectral

density methods are the most appropriate.
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Scaling of self-similar objects

Voss (1988) has explained self-similarity by showing photographs of an island

surrounded by the sea taken from a satellite. A part of the photo is magnified and a part of

that is enlarged and so on. During the whole process, the images are not identical but they

are statistically similar. Scaling may be illustrated by starting with a simple geometry, a

straight line divided into N identical parts. It is then scaled down from the whole by the

ratio r=l/N. The general scaling law is, according to Voss (1988), N = l/rD, where D is

the fractal or similarity dimension, N the number of parts and r the scaling ratio. The

fractal dimension, D, may be expressed by:

D=
Iog(l/r)

In fractal geometry, D need not to be an integer. A fractal dimension between one and two

is still a curve. When D increases the curve gets rougher. A simple example of fractal

geometry is that the measured length of a coast line depends on the length of the ruler.

Fractional Brownian motion, fBm, of Mandelbrot and Van Ness, (1968) may be used to

understand anomalous diffusion and random walks on fractals. The fBm, is a single value

function of one variable and is characterised by the parameter H, the Hurst exponent in

the interval from zero to one. If H > 1/2 the fBm displays a trend whereas if H < 1/2, it

is unlikely to find a trend in the values. For the extremes, H = 0 means a rough trace and

H = 1 a smooth curve. When H = 1/2 the curve is the trace of the ordinary Brownian

motion which may be observed when particles are randomly moving in a fluid. The

derivative of fBm is called fractional Gaussian noise, fGn. Hewett (1986) analysed

vertical porosity logs of many reservoirs and found that they follow fGn with

H = 0.7-0.8, indicating long range positive correlations. Moreover, it was shown that

the permeabilities follow a fBm with essentially the same value of H as that found for the

porosities. Using such distributions to generate porosities and permeabilities of various

regions of a pore space, Hewett (1986) analysed dispersion in a heterogeneous porous

medium. In his work, the dispersivity aLis predicted to vary with travel time as:

CCL - 1 2 " " 1 (20)

so that with H = 0.75, the relationship OIL *= t05 is obtained. A similar result was obtained

by Philip (1986), and also implicitly assumed by Arya et al. (1988). Ababou and Gelhar

(1990) developed stochastic continuum equations of transport. They proposed that the

dispersivity on. varies according to Equation (20). Neuman (1990) assumed that the
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permeabilities of heterogeneous porous media are distributed according to a fBm, and

coupled it to a quasi-linear theory of dispersion. He suggested that H = 0.75 should be a

reasonable estimate of H in Equation (20). Acuna et al., (1995) used a fractal geometry to

explain pressure responses for transient pressure tests. Wheatcraft and Tyler (1988)

developed a different fractal approach to dispersion in heterogeneous porous media. They

used a random walk algorithm to simulate dispersion, and argued that the main effect of

the heterogeneities is to cause the random walkers to deviate from the straight path of

natural gradient to a tortuous path.

Another class of approach to dispersion in heterogeneous porous media includes those

based on percolation disorder and the formation of a percolating fractal structure. In

percolation theory, the fractures may form either a percolation network or a bond

percolation model of intersecting fractures. The percolation probability, p, decides

whether a bond is removed or remains in the network. If the value of p is large, many

bonds remain and thus some large clusters remain linked to each other.

Algorithms for random fractals

Saupe (1988) has presented some algorithms for generation of random fractals. The

algorithms are for dimensions from one (fractional Brownian motions) to higher

dimensions (landscapes and clouds). Fractals may be divided into two major groups:

deterministic fractals and random fractals. The deterministic fractals are those that may be

scaled down by copies of themselves, sometimes rotated copies, such as the von Koch

snowflake or the Sierpinski gasket. Random fractals are suitable for building up irregular

shapes. There are several methods for the latter, e.g., Midpoint displacement, Fourier

filtering and Random cut methods. Midpoint displacement methods are based on

recursion to obtain a certain resolution. In the Fourier filtering method, one approximation

for the random fractal is made in each step. Random cut methods use iterations to improve

the approximation in each step.

Acuna et al. (1995) have presented a technique to generate synthetic fractures in 2D and

3D. They start with a simple initiator, which can be a line dividing the system into two

pieces, and then a set of numerical transformations is iteratively applied. The propagators

produced are added to the system. Depending on the values of the constants in the

polynomials, they can build self-affine or self-similar structures. Barton et al. (1987)

proposed another model by incorporating experimental data. In their model, values are

selected randomly from frequency distributions of fracture trace-length, spacing,

orientation, crossing, and dead-end fractures.
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Dispersion in self-similar systems

Ross (1986) explained the physical basis for the observation that the dispersion length

increases with increasing observed distance. A fracture network system was used in this

study constructed in the spirit of Mandelbrot's fractals (1983). The dispersion in the

system was studied by a random walk through the fractures with varying transmissivity.

The result was that, when the system contains relatively few fissures with large

transmissivity, the dispersivity becomes constant. When the large transmissivity fractures

are numerous the dispersivity increases with increasing distance, as found experimentally.

A general method for calculating the properties of the RTD of a fluid flowing through a

self-similar network, with or without stagnation effects, in the high Pe number "area" is

described by Villermaux and Schweich (1992). The two most important processes for

hydrodynamic dispersion are spatial fluctuations of the flow velocity field and possible

molecular diffusion or/and adsorption effects on the solid matrix where the fluid is

motionless. These authors claim that there is no efficient and simple method to model

flow systems which exhibit a scale-dependent dispersion length, except when the system

is self-similar (Villermaux and Schweich, 1992). In their approach, a self-similar flow

system is build up of successive generations of mixing cells. Various configurations were

tested. They found that when the distribution of path lengths is narrow, the RTD has a

single peak and looks like the RTD from a dispersed plug flow. A "regular dispersion" is

obtained and the term dispersion coefficient makes sense. When the distribution of path

lengths is broad, the RTD has several maxima. An "irregular dispersion" is obtained and

the dispersion coefficient makes no sense. The first two time moments are not sufficient

to characterise the RTD.

Schweich (1993) presented a tool for modelling the transient behaviour of linearly

interacting solutes in porous media. The distance over which the process is studied is

divided into different scales. The longest length scale is defined as the distance from

injection to detection and the smallest length scale defines the internal structure of the

sorbing aggregate. In order to solve the problem, a network of mixing cells is constructed

and a one-dimensional convective-dispersive flow system is used to illustrate the

problem. The system is modelled by a continuous model and a discrete model with a

number of cells in series. It was found that the Peclet number is proportional to the

number of cells.

Dispersion phenomena are also important in the oil industry. Hewett and Behrens (1990)

have performed conditional simulations using fractals to predict the outcome of fluid

injection. They used the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot random function based on Fourier series
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(Voss, 1988) in their simulations. This conditional simulation preserves the structure of

data. The use of fractals is emphasised by the authors.

Geological properties may be regarded as variables distributed in space with an

underlying structure within their apparent irregularity (de Marsily, 1986), and they exhibit

correlations over a multiple of scales. Fractal distributions are described by a power-law

variogram model of the form:

7(h)=Yoh2H (21)

where yo is a characteristic variance scale at a reference-unit lag distance and H is the

fractal codimension. Trends in data may be preserved because the fractal distribution is

characterised by local trends in data at all scales. It makes it possible to extrapolate data

outside the measured data configuration. If the permeability field has a finite range of

correlations, the effective dispersion coefficient, D, becomes constant when the flow

paths are large compared to the correlation ranges. If this condition is not satisfied, D will

continuously grow with the fluid flow paths.

Sahimi M. (1993) has considered two types of heterogeneities. One is percolation

disorder in which a fraction of the pores do not allow transport to take place at all. In the

other, the permeabilities of various regions of the pore space are fractally distributed with

long-range correlations. Both systems give rise to unusual transport in which the mean

square displacement, r2, of a particle grows nonlinearly with time. Depending on the

heterogeneities and the mechanisms of diffusion and dispersion, we may have transport in

which r2 grows more slowly than linearly with time or transport in which r2 grows more

rapidly than linearly with time.

Zhan and Wheatcraft (1996) introduced a maximum length scale, Lmax. since natural

geologic aquifers are always bounded. They have found that the asymptotic longitudinal

macrodispersity is proportional to LL* for the one-dimensional case and proportional to

Lma* for multidimensional cases. Grindrod and Impey (1993) simulated tracer transport in

a two-dimensional fractal porous media. In the generated fractal porous media they solved

the associated flow field and transport problem. They compared the breakthrough curves

with simulations using an advection-dispersion matrix diffusion model, a channelling

model and a channel network model. The channel network model gave the best agreement

for the curve shape.
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Self-similar modelling

The goal was to improve the dispersion in the system so that it would be closer to what is

found in field experiments. The Channel Network model is used as a platform in a two-

dimensional version. To compare the different approaches, variograms, histograms and

dispersions were calculated. The dispersion in the systems was illustrated by the

dispersion length. A network was generated by dividing the grid in the middle in both

directions by channels with large conductivities. Each quarter of the original grid is then

divided by intermediate conductivity channels in the middle and so on. A factor of 10

between the levels of conductivities was used. For a 33 by 33 grid, five levels of mean

conductances were used in the generation of the channels. This is shown in Figure 15

where the elevation of the surface represents the magnitude of the mean channel

conductance. The conductance value is not constant for the channels. The values are

randomly chosen from a given conductance distribution. Another version may be made,

by first defining the channels with the same properties as above, and then locating them in

the grid by random.

Figure 15. Schematic representation of a two-dimensional grid with size 33 by 33 nodes.
The height of the surface represents the mean channel conductance value.

From the results of the simulations, histograms of the conductivity and flow distribution

were drawn. In addition, variograms and dispersion lengths were calculated. Solute

transport is simulated by injecting particles at the high pressure side and the travel times

are recorded at the low pressure side. The dimensionless OCL calculated according to

Equation (18) is shown versus the migration distance in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Dimensionless dispersion length as a function of the migration distance, here
represented by the number of nodes between injection level and detection
level.

Conclusions about using the self-similar concept

The results indicate that the dispersion length as calculated by this treatment increases with

increasing migration distance which was the purpose of the test. More approaches and

versions should, however, be tested and later be extended into three dimensions.

Although, the concept of self-similarity seems to be appealing in many ways, the problem

of finding data for the structures still remains. When the Channel Network model is used

to simulate transport in the performance assessment of a real site, fracture zones are

included. The fracture rones build up the most important paths for the solutes and thus

make it unnecessary to use the concept of fractals. However, for dispersion studies in

networks without using any field data on fractures and fracture zones, the fractal concept

may be appropriate.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

The Channel Network model and its computer implementation, the code CHAN3D, for

simulation of fluid flow and the transport of solutes have been developed. This tool may

be used for performance and safety assessments of repositories for nuclear and other

hazardous wastes, e.g., chemical wastes. It may also be used to interpret field

experiments of flow and transport on different scales. The model has been applied and

tested for predictions and analysis of field experiments. In the model, the flow and

transport take place in a three-dimensional network of connected channels. The channels

have very different properties and are generated from observed stochastic distributions.

Solute transport is modelled by considering advection and rock interactions such as matrix

diffusion and sorption within the interior of the rock. Due to the representation of the

uneven flow distribution and the interaction mechanisms, the dispersion is inherently built

into the model. Objects such as fracture zones, tunnels and release sources can be

incorporated into the model with a high degree of detail when necessary. In addition, a

methodology concerning how data may be obtained for the model has been developed.

Data may be obtained from borehole and laboratory measurements.

The developments have been devoted to how to obtain entities from field data, and how to

include objects such as fractures, fracture zones, tunnels and source terms into the model.

This was tested, for example in the case of the LPT2 simulations. In order to make

performance assessment calculations, a technique was developed to integrate the model

with a near field model in order to calculate the release in the near field and directly

transfer this information to the far field model.

In the large scale LPT2 experiment, the modelled region was on the kilometre scale and

the tracer travel distances were on the order of hundreds of metres. Most of the required

entities and parameters were obtained from borehole information and other field data.

Since no calibrations or conditioning were made to better fit the experiments, the results

reveal the predictive capabilities of the model. The model results of the main tracer

experiment were in reasonably good agreement with observations. Other tracer tests were

over-predicted having no recovery or very small recovery in the field experiment. To

better understand the scant recovery in the experiment, a detailed analysis was performed.

Several possible reasons for the scant recovery were investigated, but the investigated

reasons could not fully account for the deviations. Better experimental techniques could

improve the quality of the field data. For example, the flow-wetted surface area could be

better estimated using shorter packer distances in the hydraulic measurements than the

three metres which were used for the available Aspo data.
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The Tracer Retention Understanding Experiment (TRUE) performed at Aspo Hard Rock

Laboratory was also simulated using the model. In the radial convergent test, the tracer

travel distances were of the order of five metres. The radial convergent test was well

predicted. However, for two of the tests, no recovery was obtained within the duration of

the experiment. In our simulation we predicted some loss of tracers to the tunnel for these

two cases, but not as much as the experiment showed. The experiment was carried out

tens of metres from the tunnel, which caused the tunnel to influence both the experiment

and the simulation results.

The travel time for solutes that do not interact with the rock is determined by the flow

porosity. On the other hand, for sorbing solutes and long times, the travel time is in

practice independent of the flow porosity. It is determined mainly by the area of the flow-

wetted surface, the matrix diffusion and the sorption properties of the rock. A porosity

change would influence the former but not the latter if the flow rate is the same. This has

important implications when tracer tests are performed to obtain data for models to be

used in predictions of solute transport for performance assessment. The transport of

solutes in a fractured medium is determined by different mechanisms, depending on

whether or not the solute interacts with the matrix.

The important mechanisms for performance assessment of a repository are the flow rate

distribution and the solute and rock interactions. The flow rate distribution is due to the

head gradient and the heterogeneity of the rock. Channelling is often observed in such a

system. The dominating retardation mechanisms are matrix diffusion and, for most

nuclides, sorption in the interior of the rock matrix. To calculate the rock interactions, the

flow-wetted surface area is a crucial entity. In the performance assessment, the quotient of

the flow-wetted surface area to the flow rate is a key parameter for the solute transport.

In order to assess the performance of a repository, a new tool has been developed. The

tool consists of two integrated concepts, the Channel Network model, CHAN3D, and the

near field model NUCTRAN developed by Romero et al., (1995a,b). CHAN3D is used

to calculate the flow distribution in the far field. NUCTRAN, is used to calculate the

release from the canister in the repository in the near field. CHAN3D is then used to

calculate the radionuclides transport from the repository to the biosphere. It was found

that the integrated models can be used as an efficient tool to simulate release from a

repository and transport to a recipient. It may also be used to study the impact of various

factors including the location of the damaged canister(s) in relation to fracture zones, and

repository design issues e.g., inserting plugs in deposition tunnels.
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When the Channel Network model was used for simulations of non-interacting solutes in

hypothetical rock masses without fracture zones, the dispersion length did not increase

constantly with increasing observation distance, as commonly found in the field. In the

present model, no correlation structure or fractal generation method is used for the

conductance distribution in the model. Including self-similar structures in a two-

dimensional channel network gave promising results. The fractal approach could be

further refined and extended into three-dimensions. If the self-similar concept is to be

used, techniques for obtaining the required data must be developed. However, using the

model for simulations of field experiments or performance assessment calculations,

fracture zones are included and most of the flow and transport will take place in these

features. The dispersion in the system is then determined by the flow distribution and the

interaction mechanisms in these features.

Finally, it can be concluded that, the Channel Network model has shown promising

features to describe the flow and transport of solutes in fractured rock. These features

include the wide flow rate distribution, the uneven spatial distribution of channels and the

uneven concentration distribution commonly found in the field. Furthermore, it models

the important solute and rock interactions. The model is constructed so that it is flexible

and uncomplicated to use and very little input data are needed. For simulations and the

predictive use of the Channel Network model, the data required may be obtained from

field and laboratory measurements.
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NOTATION

A Area
aR Specific wetted surface area

C Conductance

c Concentration
Dfc Effective diffusion coefficient
D,,,, Borehole diameter

D L Dispersion coefficient

H Distance between channels

K Conductivity
Kj Sorption coefficient

L Length

P Pressure

Pe Peclet number

Q Water flow rate

W Channel width

r Radial distance

T Transmissivity

tw Water residence time

m2/m3

m 4 s /kg

mole/m3

m2/s

m

m2/s

m

m/s
m3/kg

m

kg/(m-s2)

m

m

m2/s

O C L Dispersion length m

5 Aperture m

e Porosity

u.c Mean logarithm of conductance

JXK Mean logarithm of conductivity

p p Density of bulk rock kg/m3

CTC Standard deviation in the log-normal distribution of conductances

G K Standard deviation in the log-normal distribution of conductivity

crt Standard deviation in the residence-time distribution s
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